Historical Note

Here we shall present a brief chronology of the appearance of the concepts discussed
in this book. The development of mathematical ideas generally proceeds in such a
way that some concepts gradually emerge from others. Therefore, it is generally
impossible to fix accurately the appearance of some particular idea. We shall only
point out the important milestones and, it goes without saying, shall do so only
roughly. In particular, we shall limit our view to Western European mathematics.
The principal stimulus was, of course, the creation of analytic geometry by Fermat and Descartes in the seventeenth century. This made it possible to specify points
(on the line, in the plane, and in three-dimensional space) using numbers (one, two,
or three), to specify curves and surfaces by equations, and to classify them according to the algebraic nature of their equations. In this regard, linear transformations
were used frequently, especially by Euler, in the eighteenth century.
Determinants (particularly as a symbolic apparatus for finding solutions of systems of n linear equations in n unknowns) were considered by Leibniz in the seventeenth century (even if only in a private letter) and in detail by Gabriel Cramer
in the eighteenth. It is of interest that they were constructed on the basis of the rule
of “general expansion” of the determinant, that is, on the basis of the most complex
(among those that we considered in Chap. 2) way of defining them. This definition
was discovered “empirically,” that is, conjectured on the basis of the formulas for
the solution of systems of linear equations in two and three unknowns. The broadest
use of determinants occurred in the nineteenth century, especially in the work of
Cauchy and Jacobi.
The concept of “multidimensionality,” that is, the passage from one, two, and
three coordinates to an arbitrary number, was stimulated by the development of
mechanics, where one considered systems with an arbitrary number of degrees of
freedom. The idea of extending geometric intuition and concepts to this case was
developed systematically by Cayley and Grassmann in the nineteenth century. At
the same time, it became clear that one must study quadrics in spaces of arbitrary
dimension (Jacobi and Sylvester in the nineteenth century). In fact, this question had
already been considered by Euler.
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The study of concepts defined by a set of abstract axioms (groups, rings, algebras,
fields) began as early as the nineteenth century in the work of Hamilton and Cayley,
but it reached its full flowering in the twentieth century, chiefly in the schools of
Emmy Noether and Emil Artin.
The concept of a projective space was first investigated by Desargues and Pascal
in the seventeenth century, but systematic work in this direction began only in the
nineteenth century, beginning with the work of Poncelet.
The axiomatic definition of vector spaces and Euclidean spaces as given in this
book broke finally with the primacy of coordinates. It was first rigorously formulated
almost simultaneously by Hermann Weyl and John von Neumann. Both came to
this from work on questions in physics. Then two versions of quantum mechanics
were created: the “wave mechanics” of Schrödinger and the “matrix mechanics” of
Heisenberg. It was necessary to work out that in some sense, they were “one and the
same.”
Both mathematicians developed an axiomatic theory of Euclidean spaces and
vector spaces and showed that quantum-mechanical theories are connected with
two isomorphic spaces. However, the difference between those theories and what
we presented in this book lies in the fact that they worked with infinite-dimensional
spaces. In any case, for finite-dimensional spaces, there appeared an invariant (that
is, independent of the choice of coordinates) theory that by now has become universally accepted.
The introduction of the axiomatic approach in geometry was discussed in sufficient detail in Chap. 11, devoted to the hyperbolic geometry of Lobachevsky. Such
studies began at the end of the nineteenth century, but their definitive influence in
mathematics dates from the beginning of the twentieth century. The central figure
here was Hilbert. For example, he contributed to the application of geometric intuition to many problems in analysis.
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Cofactor, 40, 379
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linear, 87
Commutativity, 473, 484
Commuting matrices, 64
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Composition
of linear transformations, 106
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of a linear transformation, 112
of a square matrix, 30
Vandermonde, 41
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Form, 127
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nonsingular, 195
Hermitian, 210
quadratic, 191
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Formula
Cauchy–Binet, 377
change of basis
for the matrix of a bilinear form, 195
change of coordinates of a vector, 109
Euler, 264
expansion of the determinant along a
column, 40
for a change of matrix of a linear
transformation, 111
Frame of reference, 291
orthonormal, 310
Free mobility (of an affine Euclidean space),
317
Function, xiii
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exponential of a matrix, 181
linear, 2
multilinear, 51, 358
quadratic Hermitian, 211
semilinear, 209
sesquilinear, 210
symmetric, 44
G
Gaussian elimination, 6
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absolute, 448
elliptic, 464
projective, 319
spherical, 462
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Grassmannian, 356
Group, 467
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transformation, 468
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Homomorphism (of groups), 471
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Hyperplane, 89, 294, 322, 435
tangent, 261, 327, 386
Hypersurface, 386
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Identity
Cauchy–Binet, 68
Euler’s, 130
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of a homomorphism, 472
of a linear transformation, 115
of a mapping, xiii
of an arbitrary mapping, xiii
Incidence (points and lines), 319
Index of inertia, 205, 266
Inner product
of vectors, 213, 435
Interpolation, 15
Inversion, 49
Isometry, xxi
Isomorphism
of affine spaces, 303
of Euclidean spaces, 223
of groups, 472
of vector spaces, 112
J
Jordan
block, 169
normal form, 169
K
Kernel
of a homomorphism, 472
of a linear transformation, 115
L
Law of inertia, 205
Length of a vector, 215
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Linear
combination, 57
part (of an affine transformation), 301
substitution of variables, 62
M
Mapping, xiii
dual, xv
extension, xiii
identity, xiii, 102
perspective, 338
Matrices
commuting, 64
equivalent, 203
similar, 135
Matrix, 2
additive inverse, 60
adjugate, 73
antisymmetric, 54
block, 65
block-diagonal, 65, 137
continuously deformable, 158
diagonal, 74
echelon form, 13
Hermitian, 210
identity, 34
inverse, 72
nonsingular, 37
null, 60
of a bilinear form, 192
of a linear transformation, 105
orthogonal, 225
singular, 37
square, 2
symmetric, 54
system of linear equations, 2
transition, 109
transpose, 53
Metric, xvii, 309
Minor, 31
associates, 69
leading principal, 206
Möbius strip, 346
Module (over a ring), 485
finitely generated, 488
Motion
in the axioms of plane geometry, 445
of a hyperbolic space, 437
of an affine Euclidean space, 310
Multiplication table (in an algebra), 371
m-vector, 360
decomposable, 367
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Null vector, 81
O
Operations
in a group, 474
in a ring, 484
in an algebra, 370
Operator, 102
first-order differential, 129
Order
of a group, 468
of an element of a group, 471
of an element of a module, 489
Orientation
of a Euclidean space, 230
of a pseudo-Euclidean space, 277
of a vector space, 155
Orthogonal complement, 198, 218, 503
Orthonormal system of vectors, 218
P
Pair of half-spaces, 300
Parabola, 430
Parallel subspaces (in an affine space), 295
Parallelepiped (spanned by vectors), 219
Path (in a metric space), xx
Path-connected component, xx
Permutation, 45, 469
even, 48
Plücker relations, 354
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at infinity, 319, 324
critical, 253
fixed, 305
lying between two other points, 298, 445,
450
of a projective space, 320
of an affine space, 289
of hyperbolic space, 434
singular
of a hypersurface, 387
of a projective algebraic variety, 327
Points
independent, 297, 331
Poles (of the light cone), 271
Polynomial, 15, 127, 293
annihilator, 146, 147
characteristic, 139
homogeneous, 127
in a linear transformation, 141
matrix, 69
minimal, 146
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Principal of duality, 326
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direct
of subgroups, 474
of a matrix by a number, 60
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of a group, 467
of an algebra, 370
of matrices, 61
of sets, xvi
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exterior, 360, 368
Projection, 103, 302
orthogonal, 216, 219
Projective
cover, 325
line, 320
plane, 320
Projectivization, 320
Q
Quadric, 385, 414
nonsingular, 386, 429
Quadrics
affinely equivalent, 418
metrically equivalent, 425
R
Radical (of a bilinear form), 198
Rank
of a bilinear form, 195
of a linear transformation, 118
of a matrix, 55
Ratio
of four points (cross, anharmonic), 337
Rectilinear generatrices (of a hyperboloid),
398
Reflection (of a Euclidean space), 229
Representation, 497
identity, 499
induced, 501
infinite-dimensional, 499
irreducible, reducible, 502
regular, 508
unitarizable, 504
Representation space, 497
Representations
equivalent, 501
Restriction (of a mapping), xiii
Ring, 484
commutative, 484
Euclidean, 486
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Rotation of a Euclidean space about an axis,
229
S
Segment, 299, 446
Semiaxes (of an ellipsoid), 254, 428
Set, xi
centrally symmetric (in an affine space),
419
convex (in an affine space), 299
Sets
homeomorphic, xviii
Solution of a system of linear equations, 4
Space
affine, 289
affine Euclidean, 309
dual, 121
Euclidean, 213
hyperbolic, 434
metric, xvii
Minkowski, 86, 268
m-vectors, 360
of a representation, 497
of linear functions, 121
of vectors of an affine space, 291
projective, 320
dual, 325
pseudo-Euclidean, 268
second dual, 123
tangent, 261, 327, 386
vector, 81
Sphere, 222
Stereographic projection, 343
Subgroup, 468
cyclic, 471
maximal, 476
Submodule, 488
cyclic, 489
Subspace
cyclic, 162
degenerate (of a pseudo-Euclidean space),
266
invariant
(with respect to a linear
transformation), 135
(with respect to a representation), 501
isotropic, 395
linear span of vectors, 87
nondegenerate (of a pseudo-Euclidean
space), 266
of a hyperbolic space, 435
of a projective space, 322
dual, 326
of a vector space, 83
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of an affine space, 294
solutions of a system of equations, 84
Subspaces
directed pair, 101
Sum
of matrices, 61
of subspaces, 84
direct, 84
Superalgebra, 373
Sylvester’s criterion, 206
System of linear equations, 1
associated, 11
consistent, 5
definite, indefinite, 5
equivalent, 7
homogeneous, 10
inconsistent, 5
(row) echelon form, 13
uniquely determined, 5
upper triangular form, 14
T
Theorem
Bolzano–Weierstrass, 247
Brianchon’s, 393
Cayley–Hamilton, 147
Courant–Fischer, 253
Euler’s, 316
Helmholtz–Lie, 443
Laplace’s, 379
Pascal’s, 392
Rouché–Capelli, 56
Torus, 414
Transformation
affine, 301
linear, 306
proper, improper, 307
singular, nonsingular, 304
antisymmetric, symmetric, 203, 245
block-diagonalizable, 152
diagonalizable, 139
dual, 125
linear, 102
Lorentz, 276
nonsingular, singular, 135
null, 106
of a vector space into itself, 133
orthogonal, 224, 401
projective, 328
proper, improper, 276, 402
singular, nonsingular, 111
unitary, 255, 503
Translation (of an affine space), 292
Transpose
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of a matrix, 53
Transposition, 45
Triangle, 446
Triangle inequality (Cauchy–Schwarz), 310
in hyperbolic geometry, 458
in spherical geometry, 463
U
Universality (of the exterior product), 365
Unknowns
free, 13
principal, 13
V
Variety
Grassmann, 356
projective algebraic, 322

Index
dual, 327
irreducible, 409
Vector, 79, 81
principal, 161
Vectors
decomposable, 361
eigen-, 137
lightlike (isotropic), 269
linearly dependent, 87
linearly independent, 87
orthogonal, 198, 217
spacelike, 268
timelike, 269
Volume of a parallelepiped
oriented, 221
unoriented, 220

